
SIMPLE
One phone number and one extension that  

extends to include your mobile phone.
Callers don’t have to try multiple  

phone numbers to reach you.
The mobile app sends company  

caller ID info, never personal. 

REACHABLE PRIVATE

Take your business  
phone with you
Mobile workers now have instant access to  
their corporate phone extension – anywhere, 
anytime, and on any device.

THE INTERMEDIA UNITE MOBILE APP
Enables a mobile device to become a communications endpoint for the Intermedia Unite service. Employees can now make  
or receive calls through the corporate phone system and utilize enterprise calling features, no matter where they are.

 
Includes:

Mobile App

Advanced calling features such as 
call transfer, hold, Call Flip, FindMe/ 
FollowMe, and more...

The Unite Mobile App is available in both Android and Apple 
iOS versions. Download it for free in the Google Play Store  
or Apple App Store.

Integrated, searchable corporate  
phone directory

Management of multiple calls at once

Voicemail with transcription

One-touch transfer to desk phone  
with the Call Flip feature
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Advanced Calling Features For Anywhere, Anytime Productivity

CALL MANAGEMENT, HOLDS, AND TRANSFERS
Use your mobile just like your desk phone.

Manage, hold, and transfer calls with just a tap or two. Easily switch between calls, transfer 
calls via warm or blind transfer, check call history, and put calls on speaker.

CALL FLIP
Move between your desk and mobile phones with ease.

Transfer your call from your mobile app to your desk phone – without disconnecting 
your call. Simply tap the Call Flip icon, then pick up the call on your desk phone.

VOICEMAIL
Easily  manage your voicemail.

Get all the most important options you regularly use at your desk right on your mobile device: 
playback, forwarding, deleting, and voicemail transcription.

FIND ME/FOLLOW ME
Make sure callers can reach you anywhere, anytime, on any device.

Rings your desk phone and a mobile phone at the same time, so you won’t miss important calls. 
Create rules around how you like to receive business calls.

MOBILE ASSISTANT — Coming soon!
Be more productive with the phone system.

Get recommendations for custom calling rules based on your calling patterns, preferences, 
time of day, meeting status, location, and more.

*Customer is responsible for ensuring that all call recordings comply with any applicable federal or state law (including consent requirements.)


